Comparative hydrology across AmeriFlux sites: The variable roles of climate, vegetation, and groundwater
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Watersheds can be characterized as complex space-time filters that transform incoming fluxes of energy, water, and nutrients into variable output signals. The behavior of these filters is driven by climate, geomorphology, and ecology and, accordingly, varies from site to site. We investigated this variation by exploring the behavior of evapotranspiration signals from 14 different AmeriFlux sites. Evapotranspiration is driven by water and energetic forcing and is mediated by ecology and internal redistribution of water and energy. As such, it integrates biological and physical controls, making it an ideal signature to target when investigating watershed filtering. We adopted a paradigmatic approach (referred to as the null model) that couples the Penman-Monteith equation to a soil moisture model and explored the deviations between the predictions of the null model and the observed AmeriFlux data across the sites in order to identify the controls on these deviations and their commonalities and differences across the sites. The null model reproduced evapotranspiration fluxes reasonably well for arid, shallow-rooted systems but overestimated the effects of water limitation and could not reproduce seasonal variation in evapotranspiration at other sites. Accounting for plant access to groundwater (or deep soil moisture) reserves and for the effects of soil temperature on limiting evapotranspiration resolved these discrepancies and greatly improved prediction of evapotranspiration at multiple time scales. The results indicate that site-specific hydrology and climatic factors pose important controls on biosphere–hydrosphere interactions and suggest that plant–water table interactions and early season phenological controls need to be incorporated into even simple models to reproduce the seasonality in evapotranspiration.


1. Introduction: Catchment Evapotranspiration Response in Space and Time

The dynamics of evapotranspiration (ET) are fundamentally linked to catchment water balance and thus the hydrological responses of watersheds when subject to incoming rainfall. Predicting ET and its response to changing climate or land uses remains an important theoretical challenge. Challenges in ET prediction arise in part from the wide array of process interactions involved in ET dynamics and the propagation of information across the time scales associated with these processes [Siqueira et al., 2006; Mahecha et al., 2010]. For instance, stomatal dynamics and plant physiological controls vary on rapid (minutes to hourly) time scales; diurnal cycles impose a strong daily signal on ET; the buildup of water stress during periods of drought affects ET over days to weeks; seasonal variations in energy and water availability drive longer period fluctuations, and changes in climatic forcing and vegetation structure impinge on interannual variability. Because ET integrates water and energy fluxes, and biological and physical controls on landscape filtering [Siqueira et al., 2006], it is an attractive signature to examine theoretically, but interpreting results requires unpicking the roles of both biological and physical processes and their interdependencies. One approach toward this problem is to examine data and signatures of watershed response across multiple sites, identifying commonalities and differences across diverse locations. Using such a comparative approach [Troch et al. [2009] showed that if the annual catchment water balance were expressed as the Horton index, a ratio between evapotranspiration and the plant-available water (i.e., throughfall minus rapid runoff), then the Horton index at a site was remarkably invariant between years, and varied between sites as a function of mean aridity. These trends are suggestive of a simplifying principle that constrains water
balance at certain spatial and temporal scales. The invariance observed by Troch et al. [2009] suggests that within-catchment processes buffer the water balance partitioning from year to year. The nature of these processes is yet to be conclusively demonstrated, but the plasticity of ecosystem water use between years is an attractive candidate [Troch et al., 2009].

This study aims to contribute toward investigation of hydrological partitioning by exploring the controls on within-year ET variation at patch scales, and how these vary between sites. To do this we examine site-to-site variation in ET at seasonal to annual time scales using detailed site-specific data available from eddy covariance measurements made at 14 AmeriFlux sites. The data are interrogated with a coupled water and energy balance model, parameterized with site-specific data in an effort to learn about the process controls on ET under different climatic, soil and vegetation regimes. Similar approaches have been used in evaluations of land surface models [Stöckli and Vidale, 2005; Mahecha et al., 2010; Blyth et al., 2005, 2008; Falge et al., 2005]. In this study the model is used in a top-down modeling framework [Sivapalan et al., 2003; Klemes, 1983] in which the model encodes hypotheses that are tested by confronting their quantitative predictions with data. Where the model fails to account for observations at a site, and this failure cannot be readily explained by the model parameterization, the process representation is modified to resolve discrepancies between prediction and observation. The model thus becomes a tool to learn about data, to explore variability between sites and to explain the patterns of difference and commonality observed in the data records. Top down modeling has been applied in other hydrological problems, for instance to determine the dominant controls (climatic, edaphic) and scales of control (annual, seasonal, or event scale) on streamflow in contrasting catchments [Sivapalan et al., 2003; Jothityangkoon and Sivapalan, 2009], and to assess the predictability of hydrological response in managed midwestern U.S. watersheds [Basu et al., 2010]. By systematically comparing model predictions of ET fluxes to data, updating the model and repeating the comparison, we aim to elucidate a structure of process controls on ET and their variation between sites. The goal of this study is not to develop a new model for ET prediction. Although the null model is updated throughout the study, these modifications are diagnostic in nature and the development of improved models is left for future research.

2. Methods

Some results are briefly discussed in this section in order to motivate the modifications that were made to the model. Otherwise we have attempted to separate discussion of methods and results.

2.1. The Null Model

Fundamentally, energy and mass must be conserved in any control volume that encompasses the land surface. Climatic and atmospheric drivers of surface energy and water balance therefore constitute the primary controls on ET. The partitioning of energy and water to ET fluxes within a control volume is also driven by the efficiency of transfer processes for energy and water. Therefore many site specific factors such as the hydraulic resistance of soil and plant vessels [Green et al., 2006; Whalley et al., 2005; Hamza et al., 2001; Yang and Tyree, 1993, 1994; Comstock and Sperry, 2000]; stomatal and canopy resistance [Linacre, 1993; Wallace, 1995; Dickinson et al., 1991; Raupach et al., 1996; Raupach and Thom, 1981]; additional energy sinks [Betts et al., 1996; Blyth et al., 2010]; and the degree of plant access to available water via their root network drive partitioning to ET [Jackson et al., 1996; Schenk and Jackson, 2002; Feddes et al., 2001]. The classical paradigm for predicting ET can be expressed as

\[ \text{ET} = f_1(hv, \text{VPD}, T) f_2(\text{land surface}) f_3(\theta), \]  

where \( f_1 \) is a function of available energy \( (hv) \) and atmospheric demand (determined by vapor pressure deficit (VPD) and temperature \( T) \), \( f_2 \) is a function of land surface properties describing resistance to water vapor transfer from the land surface to the atmosphere, and \( f_3 \) is a function of soil moisture \( (\theta) \) which accounts for water availability. Conventionally the product of \( f_1 \) and \( f_2 \) is combined into a single term known as the potential evaporation \( EP \). Equation (1) is the basis for the null model for ET. Although simple in comparison to existing state-of-the-art ET models in the land-atmosphere interaction community (e.g., the LPJ model [Sitch et al., 2003], Biome-BGC [White et al., 2000], SWAT-CN [Caldwell et al., 1986], HIRVAC [Goldberg and Bernhofer, 2001], and CANVEG [Lai et al., 2000]), it is a widely used predictive approach in catchment hydrology and forms the basis for ET predictions in a number of modeling platforms, e.g., SWAT, HSM [Neitsch et al., 2005; Yu and Schwartz, 1998; Yu et al., 2000] and thus impacts the predictions of hydrological models [Wang et al., 2006].

The null model was implemented by coupling the multiple wetting front model (MWF) [Struthers et al., 2006], used to assess water availability, to the Penman-Monteith equation, used to assess potential evaporation. The
model layout is shown schematically in Figure 1. The MWF model is a kinematic wave approximation to Richards equation and has previously been validated against the full solution to Richards equation as well as lysimeter data [Struthers et al., 2006]. The MWF model reproduced temporal patterns of soil moisture availability well when compared with measured data at some of the AmeriFlux sites considered in this study, yielding an RMS error of approximately 2.5% water content. We note, however, that in general AmeriFlux soil moisture data is confined to the surface soils, so this validation does not span the entire soil column. Potential evaporation was computed using the Penman–Monteith equation, given by

$$\text{EP} = \frac{(R_d - G) + \rho_a c_p \frac{\text{VPD}}{T}}{\Delta + \gamma \left(1 + \frac{r_s}{r_p}\right)} \quad (2)$$

where VPD is the vapor pressure deficit (kPa), $\rho_a$ the mean air density at constant pressure (kg/m$^3$), $c_p$ is the specific heat of the air at constant pressure (MJ/kg°C), $\Delta$ is the slope of the saturation vapor pressure–temperature relationship at air temperature (kPa°C), $\gamma$ is the psychrometric constant (kPa°C), and $r_s$ and $r_p$ are the bulk surface and aerodynamic resistances (S/m). The aerodynamic resistance was calculated using the relationship

$$r_u = \frac{\log \left( \frac{z_m}{z_h} \right) \log \left( \frac{z_d}{z_s} \right)}{k_u z_h} \quad (3)$$

where $z_m$ and $z_h$ (m) are the heights at which wind speed and relative humidity measurements were taken, respectively, $d$ is the zero plane displacement height (m), $z_{om}$ and $z_{oh}$ are the roughness length scales for momentum and heat and vapor (m), $k$ is von Karman’s constant (0.42) and $u_z$ is a reference wind speed at height $z_m$ (m/s) [Food and Agricultural Organization, 1998]. The surface resistance and roughness properties for the forested sites were related to the leaf area index (LAI; m$^2$/m$^2$) and the stand density on the basis of the empirical approach of Nakai et al. [2008]. Following computation of the potential evaporation with the Penman–Monteith equation, the actual evaportranspiration was computed using an index of soil moisture availability. This index is set to 1 where the soil moisture exceeds the threshold for soil saturation $\theta^*$ (%), or to zero if the soil moisture is less than the wilting point $\theta_w$ (m$^3$/m$^3$), and scales linearly between $\theta_w$ and $\theta^*$ as

$$\text{ET} = \text{EP} \left( \frac{\theta - \theta_w}{\theta^* - \theta_w} \right). \quad (4)$$

In the absence of data regarding the root distribution and root water uptake strategies of the vegetation communities, the value of soil moisture $\theta$ used in equation (4) was the highest value within the specified root depth $r_z$ (m). That is, we assumed that the plant root system was sufficiently plastic to supply evaportranspirative demand from water resources located anywhere in the rooting zone.

2.2. Data

[7] Data were taken from 14 AmeriFlux sites spanning the continental United States. The sites span a climatic gradient from arid (Kendall Grassland, Audubon Ranch and Fort Peck) to mediterranean (Sky Oaks, Tonzi Ranch and Metolius Intermediate Pine), to warm and well watered (Austin Cary Forest, Donaldson Forest, Goodwin Creek and the Kennedy Space Center Oaks) to temperate sites with cold winters (Harvard Forest, Howland Forest Main and West Towers, and Morgan Monroe State Forest) [Drake et al., 2009; Drago et al., 2009; Hollinger et al., 2009; Hollinger, 2009; Love et al., 2009; Martin et al., 2009a, 2009b; Meyers, 2009a, 2009b, 2009c; Munger et al., 2009; Oechel, 2009; Scott, 2009; Baldocchi and Ma, 2011]. The sites also span a range of soil and vegetation types, with C3 and C4 grasses, shrublands, savannah ecosystems, evergreen and deciduous broadleaf forests represented. Metadata indicating the typical climate and vegetation conditions at each of the sites are provided in Table 1. AmeriFlux tower data (quality controlled at levels 3 and 4) were downloaded to provide time series of latent heat, radiation, precipitation, wind speed, air pressure, temperature, and vapor pressure deficit. Level 4 data were used preferentially: L4 data contain gap-filled and friction velocity ($u^*$) filtered records, with quality flags indicating the caliber of gap filling. Some input variables were not available at the L4 level (specifically pressure and net radiation): these variables were obtained from the L3 data. Leaf area index data were obtained from ground-based measurements where available (namely, Morgan Monroe, Kennedy, Austin Cary, Donaldson, and Tonzi Ranch sites). Otherwise, LAI data were obtained from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS), using only the best quality (HQ1) data. These data are contaminated with gaps (representing 8%–44% of measurements). We thresholded the data to remove spurious minima and applied a smoothing spline (fifth-order Hermitian) to gap fill. The MODIS estimates were compared to point-scale LAI measurements where available. If there was a systematic bias between MODIS and the ground-based measurements we scaled the MODIS data so that the seasonality in LAI was preserved but the peak annual LAI was equal to that determined from ground-based measurements.

 [8] Forcing data ($R_n$, VPD, and temperature $T$) at several sites contained large gaps (>10 days) which were filled with representative values from the same day of the year at other time periods. Small gaps (<10 days) were filled by linearly interpolating daily mean values using an 11-point fitting window. These values were then used to scale the average subdaily time series, generating an interpolated time series that preserved the typical pattern of diurnal variations.

 [9] The model was parameterized on the basis of a literature review which considered literature relating to vegetation type, vegetation physiological parameters, soil data (soil series and texture), and any data regarding rainfall interception by the canopy at each site. For mixed forest stands, estimates of species specific properties (e.g., maximum stomatal conductance, $g_s$) were made by taking the weighted average of the property for each species in the stand, relative to the stand composition. In several sites where no literature values for soil depth or texture were available, USDA Soil Survey data were used to obtain local soil textural data and the mean depth to a confining layer, taken as representing the rooting depth. Textural parameters were used as input into a pedotransfer function [Saxton and Rawls, 2006] to obtain estimates of soil hydraulic properties (saturated hydraulic conductivity, Brooks–Corey parameters). The parameters used in the final model are presented in Table 2,
Table 1. Site Characteristics for the 14 AmeriFlux Towers Used in the Study

| Site Name          | Sky Oaks      | Morgan Monroe | Harvard | Kennedy | Metolius | Howland Main | Howland West | Austin Cary | Donaldson | Kendall | Audubon | Fort Peck | Goodwin Creek | Tonzi Ranch |
|--------------------|---------------|---------------|---------|---------|----------|--------------|--------------|-------------|------------|---------|---------|----------|-----------|-------------|------------|
| Latitude           | 33.4          | 39.3          | 42.5    | 28.6    | 44.5     | 45.2         | 45.2         | 29.7        | 29.8       | 31.7    | 31.6    | 48.3     | 34.3       | 38.4        |
| Longitude          | -116.6        | -86.4         | -72.2   | -80.7   | -121.6   | -68.7        | -68.7        | -82.2       | -82.2      | -109.9  | -110.5  | -105.1   | -89.9      | -121        |
| Elevation (m)      | 1429          | 275           | 360     | 6       | 1253     | 91           | 60           | 44          | 36         | 1531    | 1469    | 643      | 87         | 177        |
| Fetch (km)         | 4             | 0.2           | 1.6     | 0.2     | 1        | 0.2          | 0.3          | 0.2         | 1          | 0.2     | 0.2     | 20       | 0.3        | 30          |
| Age                | 70            | 80.5          | 14      | 56      | 109      | 109          | 80           | 18          | 20         | 121.6   | 68.7    | 68.7     | 22         | 300        |
| Canopy h (m)       | ~1            | 27            | 23      | ~1      | 14       | 20           | 20           | 24.2        | 14         | 0.5     | 0.2     | 0.2     | 0.2       | 7          |
| Climate            | M             | TC            | T       | ST      | M        | TC           | TW           | TW          | SA         | SA      | TE      | T        | M         | S          |
| Vegetation         | C             | DH            | DH      | SOP     | E        | E            | E            | E           | C4G        | C4G     | C3G     | C3G      | C4G       | C3G        |
| Precipitation (mm) | 480           | 1094          | 992     | 1310    | 540      | 758          | 758          | 1288        | 336        | 376     | 386     | 1300     | 600       | 410        |
| Maximum T (°C)     | 36.7          | 34.8          | 33.4    | 33.3    | 33.9     | 35.1         | 35.1         | 37.3        | 37.6       | 36.5    | 39.3    | 44.8     | 45.2       | 41.0       |
| Minimum T (°C)     | -47           | -21.5         | -25.5   | 9.5     | -18.5    | -28.2        | -28.2        | -6.7        | -11.1      | -6.7    | -5.7    | -40.4    | -13.9      | -3         |
| Mean LAI           | 0.5           | 4.9           | 3.4     | 1.5     | 2.8      | 5.2          | 5.2          | 3.8         | 4.7        | 0.25    | 1.3     | 2.5      | 2.1        | 1.0        |

*Climate types: M, Mediterranean; SA, semi-arid; ST, subtropical; T, temperate; TW, temperate warm. Vegetation types: C, chapparal; C4G, C4 grasslands; C3G, C3 grasslands; DH, deciduous hardwood; E, evergreen; SOP, scrub oak palmetto. Key references for each site: Sky Oaks, Oechel [2009]; Morgan Monroe, Dragoni et al. [2009]; Harvard Forest, Law et al. [2009]; Kennedy Space Center, Drake et al. [2009]; Metolius, Thomas et al. [2009]; Law et al. [2009]; Howland Forest Main, Hollinger et al. [2009]; Howland Forest West, Hollinger [2009]; Austin Cary, Martin et al. [2009a]; Donaldson Forest, Martin et al. [2009b]; Powell et al. [2005]; Kendall Grassland, Scott [2009]; Scott et al. [2010]; Audubon Ranch, Meyers [2009a]; Fort Peck, Meyers [2009b]; Goodwin Creek, Meyers [2009c]; Tonzi Ranch, Baldocchi and Ma [2011], Miller et al. [2007, 2010]."
### 2.5. Modification 1: Interception

The first correction applied to the model was to add canopy interception. Canopy interception has a twofold impact on ET: it tends to increase ET immediately after storm events because of evaporation from the canopy itself, while decreasing ET over longer time scales by preventing water ingress to the root zone. The canopy storage model of 

Rutter et al. [1972, 1975], was used to account for interception. The Rutter model assumes a maximum interception volume (storage, mm), which then evaporates, drains (and infiltrates) at a rate which declines exponentially from a maximum at the peak storage \((A\) in Table 2) as described by shape parameter \((B\) in Table 2). Parameters describing canopy interception were generally unavailable at species specific levels, and were estimated on the basis of functional type (e.g., grass versus needleleaf versus broadleaf), weighted by leaf area index. Where the addition of interception improved RMSE and decreased AIC, it was retained.

### 2.6. Modification 2: Additional Water Sources

Following the interception correction 50% of the sites (Sky Oaks, Morgan Monroe, Kennedy, Metolius, Austin Cary, Donaldson and Tonzi Ranch) had discrepancies between model output and measurements that were consistent with water scarcity: either A) a reasonable fit between model and measurements during the early growing season, with a decline in late growing season ET appearing in the model but absent from measurements; or B) a failure of the model to adequately predict peak ET which could not be explained by an underestimate of EP or surface water losses (runoff or interception). Two hypotheses were proposed to explain the apparent appearance of water shortages in the model but not in the measurements:

- **1.** Water that was lost to deep drainage in the model was available to plants in reality. This could occur through, e.g., vegetation accessing deep water stores in sand or fractured rock formations, through hydraulic redistribution, or through the presence of a low-permeability soil layer below the root zone that allowed a perched water table to form.
- **2.** Plants access sources of water other than local rainfall, e.g., a regional groundwater aquifer, or water moving laterally through a perched water table.

These hypotheses were investigated in several ways. Firstly, the bulk water balances for the sites \((P – ET)\) were computed. Secondly, the time series of ET and soil moisture, where measured, were inspected to determine whether clear evidence of plants accessing water from outside the vadose zone could be found. Next the model was used to evaluate the proportion of the water balance lost to deep drainage in the null case. Where this was significant the soil depth was increased (by factors of 2 and 3) to determine if increased soil storage (and therefore lower deep drainage...
losses) could account for the additional water being transpired. To prevent a spurious effect arising from the initial conditions, the initial water content was altered to preserve the same initial stored volume of water between all cases.

The final approach was to incorporate a phenological representation of a saturated zone. We assumed that plant access to a water table would effectively reduce water stress, effectively constraining ET during the winter and early growing season (November to June) was converted into its equivalent in water mass, allowing a direct comparison of this energy with typical depths to June which were obtained as water equivalents of snow at the sites, which were obtained as water equivalents of snow at the sites, which were obtained as water equivalents of snow at the sites, which were obtained as water equivalents of snow at the sites, which were obtained as water equivalents of snow at the sites. We broadly hypothesized two potential sources of this error: (1) the presence of an additional, significant energy sink which could reduce EP [Oliphant et al., 2004] or (2) the existence of additional hydraulic controls which would prevent the ecosystem from satisfying evaporative demand during early and late parts of the season. Energy sinks associated with canopy and vegetation heat storage have been evaluated at the Morgan Monroe State Forest and shown to be negligible components of the annual energy balance [Oliphant et al., 2004]. With this in mind we investigated the potential role of the latent heat of fusion of accumulated snow and ice in the system to act as an energy sink. To evaluate this hypothesis the excess ET during the winter and early growing season (November to June) was converted into its equivalent in water mass, allowing a direct comparison of this energy with typical depths of snow at the sites, which were obtained as water equivalents from SNODAS [National Operational Hydrological Remote Sensing Center, 2011]. To crudely simulate the effect of an energy sink, the model was re-run after reducing ET during

\[
\text{ET} = \text{EP} \times \max \left( \frac{\theta_{\text{min}} - \theta_{w}}{\theta^* - \theta_{w}}, \frac{\theta - \theta_{w}}{\theta^* - \theta_{w}} \right)
\]

2.7. Modification 3: Exploring Controls on Seasonality

Following the interception and water shortage corrections, the model predictions at three sites, Morgan Monroe, Howland Main Tower, and Howland West Tower, were notable for overestimating ET during the spring and autumn (e.g., the early growing season and the autumnal senescence of the trees). We broadly hypothesized two potential sources of this error: (1) the presence of an additional, significant energy sink which could reduce EP [Oliphant et al., 2004] or (2) the existence of additional hydraulic controls which would prevent the ecosystem from satisfying evaporative demand during early and late parts of the season. Energy sinks associated with canopy and vegetation heat storage have been evaluated at the Morgan Monroe State Forest and shown to be negligible components of the annual energy balance [Oliphant et al., 2004]. With this in mind we investigated the potential role of the latent heat of fusion of accumulated snow and ice in the system to act as an energy sink. To evaluate this hypothesis the excess ET during the winter and early growing season (November to June) was converted into its equivalent in water mass, allowing a direct comparison of this energy with typical depths of snow at the sites, which were obtained as water equivalents from SNODAS [National Operational Hydrological Remote Sensing Center, 2011]. To crudely simulate the effect of an energy sink, the model was re-run after reducing ET during
the January–June period by a fixed rate which integrated to the discrepancy in modeled and measured LE.

[21] Evaluating the second hypothesis mechanistically is challenging given a broad range of plausible mechanisms which might impinge hydraulic controls on the ecosystems. Such mechanisms include (1) soil freezing physically preventing water uptake [Hollinger et al., 1999; Waring et al., 1995], (2) low-temperatures reducing root hydraulic conductance [Aroca et al., 2001], (3) stomatal conductance reducing in response to low soil temperatures [Mellander et al., 2004], (4) increased viscosity of water [Cochard et al., 2000], (5) low stomatal conductance associated with young leaves [Hiyama et al., 2005], (6) overestimation of canopy LAI via satellite data (subcanopy and groundcover LAI may increase earlier in the season than canopy LAI) and (7) LAI being a poor indicator of canopy activity in evergreen forests during the early part of the growing season.

[22] Specifically addressing these mechanisms requires additional site-specific data regarding plant physiology, phenology and water use. However, a phenomenological approach that accounts for the temperature dependence of these mechanisms can be implemented using a “growing season index” (GSI) [Jolly et al., 2005]. The GSI has the following form:

\[
GSI = \begin{cases} 
0, & \text{if } T_s < T_{\text{min}} \\
(T_s - T_{\text{min}})/(T_{\text{max}} - T_{\text{min}}), & \text{if } T_{\text{max}} > T_s > T_{\text{min}} \\
1, & \text{if } T_s > T_{\text{max}}
\end{cases}
\]

where \( T_s \) is the minimum daily soil temperature, and \( T_{\text{min}} \) and \( T_{\text{max}} \) are thresholds in minimum daily soil temperature over which plant functions are progressively less inhibited by the cold. To account for day-to-day variations in temperature the GSI is smoothed over a 30 day window. Jolly et al. [2005] suggest that for the purposes of predicting global phenology \( T_{\text{min}} \) and \( T_{\text{min}} \) could be approximated as 2°C and 5°C, respectively. We approximated soil temperature by air temperature \( T_s \) and used available soil temperature measurements to convert the \( T_s \) thresholds proposed by Jolly et al. [2005] to air temperature thresholds. These translated into air temperature thresholds of \(-5°C \) and \(10°C \). Although Jolly et al. [2005] also proposed applying additional filters to the GSI on the basis of photoperiod and soil moisture, these filters are applicable to tropical and dry season deciduous sites, respectively, and can be omitted in these moist temperate sites.

3. Results

3.1. Initial Model Evaluation

[23] On the basis of the initial examination of the model performance the saturated hydraulic conductivity at Morgan Monroe State Forest and the stomatal conductance at the Austin Cary State Forest were adjusted. At Morgan Monroe the initial hydraulic conductivity (1.2 mm/h) from the pedotransfer function led to over 40% of annual rainfall being lost as surface runoff, and model consequently underestimated annual ET by 25%. An infiltration capacity of 1.2 mm/h is inconsistent with typical values for forest soils, and Morgan Monroe soils are noted as having generally low runoff generation potential (A. Wallis, Draft resource management guide, Morgan Monroe State Forest, http://www.in.gov/dnr/forestry/files/fo-MM_C8T1_020410.pdf), further suggesting the modeled behavior was erroneous. We replaced the \( K_{\text{sat}} \) values with a representative clay loam soil \( K_{\text{sat}} \) of 30 mm/h as measured in a bottomland hardwood forest at the Duke Forest Blackwood Division [Thompson et al., 2010]. At Austin Cary the parameterized vegetation produced EP values that were consistently higher than measured ET, regardless of soil water status, suggesting that EP was systematically overestimated. We attributed this to error in the vegetation parameters, and reduced the maximum stomatal conductance until peak ET modeled values under wet conditions were consistent with the tower measurements. Quantitative data describing the performance of the null model following these amendments are presented in Tables 3 and 4. RMSE values ranged from 56 mm at Harvard Forest to 208 mm at Donaldson Forest. Output from the initial model runs for four sites, Morgan Monroe State Forest (a temperate broadleaf forest), Donaldson Forest (a warm evergreen forest), Kendall Grassland (a semiarid grassland) and Tonzi Ranch (a Mediterranean savannah), is shown in Figure 2. The model performance was good at the highly water limited Kendall Forest site and fair at the Mediterranean Tonzi Ranch site. Model performance at the forested sites was notably worse.

3.2. Sensitivity Analysis

3.2.1. Vegetation Parameters

[24] EP was equally sensitive with respect to LAI and \( g_s \), so for simplicity we refer only to LAI here. The sensitivity of EP to LAI was sublinear, meaning relative changes in EP were damped compared to changes in LAI. The relationship of \( (EP_{\text{new}}/EP_{\text{ref}}) \) to \( (\text{LAI}_{\text{new}}/\text{LAI}_{\text{ref}}) \), where the subscript ref indicates a reference condition, was well described by a power law of the form \( (EP_{\text{new}}/EP_{\text{ref}}) = (\text{LAI}_{\text{new}}/\text{LAI}_{\text{ref}})^{\alpha_1} \), and the exponent \( \alpha_1 \) varied across the sites. The most sensitive site (Sky Oaks) had \( \alpha_1 = 0.7 \) so that a \( \approx 30% \) error in LAI lead to a \( \approx 15%–25% \) error in EP. EP at the least sensitive site (Donaldson) was almost invariant with changes in LAI. In the mean, \( \alpha_1 = 0.3 \), so that a 30% error in LAI would generate an 8%–10% error in EP. As shown in Figure 3, approximately 60% of the variation in sensitivity as measured by \( \alpha_1 \) was explained by the mean annual LAI, with the most sensitive sites having lower values of LAI.

3.2.2. Soil Type

[25] Sensitivity to soil type was analyzed in terms of the mean pairwise change in ET between soil types pairs of sand and clay, sand and loam, and loam and clay. The variability induced by soil type was large compared to the variability induced by the vegetation parameters, leading to 20%–50% error in ET across the sites. Again the controls on this sensitivity were explored across all sites and are shown in Figure 3 (where the mean sensitivities for each site have been normalized to lie between 0 and 1). Approximately 50% of the variation in the sensitivity of the ET predictions to soil parameters was driven by aridity, with arid sites (Kendall, Audubon, Fort Peck, Sky Oaks and Tonzi Ranch) being most sensitive to errors in soil properties.
3.2.3. Soil Depth

Sensitivity to soil depth was analyzed by increasing and decreasing the soil depth $Z_r$ by factors of 2 and 3 and assessing the resulting change in the predicted values of mean annual ET. The sensitivity to changes in soil depth was sublinear and well described by power law relations between soil depth and total ET such that $ET_{new}/ET_{ref} \approx (Z_{r_{new}}/Z_{r_{ref}})^{a_2}$. Across the sites the mean value of $a_2$ was 0.18, meaning a 30% error in soil depth translated to a 4%–6% change in ET. As shown in Figure 3, approximately 62% of the variation in this sensitivity is explained purely by site aridity, with arid sites being the most sensitive to changing soil depth. Note that this regression excludes two sites where increasing soil depth decreased annual ET (Kendall, where the decrease was fairly large, and Fort Peck, where the decrease was statistically indistinguishable from zero).

3.3. Modification 1: Interception

The second column in Tables 3 and 4 indicates the change in RMSE and AIC associated with adding the interception model to the null model. At only four sites (Sky Oaks, Kendall, Fort Peck, and Goodwin Creek) did interception improve both the AIC and the RMSE, and this improvement was marginal at Kendall. At all other sites the addition of interception either worsened the performance of the model or failed to improve the model AIC. Model output following this modification is shown in Figure 4.

3.4. Modification 2: Additional Water Sources

3.4.1. Bulk Water Balance of Water Short Sites

$P > ET$, at all the sites where the model indicated water shortages (Sky Oaks, Morgan Monroe, Kennedy, Metolius, Austin Cary, Donaldson, and Tonzi Ranch; see boxed plots in Figure 4), indicating that the annual rainfall was sufficient to supply annual evapotranspiration (see Table 5). However, at several of the sites $ET \approx P$, with nearly 100% of the rainfall volume partitioned to ET at Metolius and $\approx 90\%$ at Donaldson.

3.4.2. ET and Soil Moisture Comparison

Examination of the time series of ET and soil moisture was illuminating at several sites where ET persisted even when the measured soil moisture was lower than wilting point. This phenomenon was reported at Tonzi Ranch by Miller et al. [2007] and is also well illustrated at
the Sky Oaks chapparal site, as shown in Figure 5. Sky Oaks is located on thin, poor soils in southern California. Soil depth is reportedly $\approx 20-40$ cm, and soil moisture is reported for the surface soils. Tight coupling would be expected between surface soil moisture and evapotranspiration in this ecosystem, and indeed such tight coupling is often observed. However, over at least two extended periods (1–2 months in duration), ET increased while soil moisture declined sharply, suggesting that transpiration was maintained by alternative water sources. Indeed for much of the time series ET is sustained, although often at low rates, when measured surface soil moisture was lower than wilting point.

### 3.4.3. Deep Drainage Losses and Increased Soil Depth

Deep drainage losses formed a substantial portion of the null model water balance for all seven sites where the model results indicated signatures of water stress. Deep drainage ranged from 36% of $P$ at Austin Cary to 61% at Sky Oaks (see Table 5). When drainage losses were mitigated by increasing the soil and rooting depth in the model, drainage losses fell by 13 to 73% with accompanying increases in ET and storage. Model predictions of ET outperformed the null model in terms of RMSE and AIC. RMSE fell between 9% (Austin Cary) and 46% (Sky Oaks), with a mean improvement of 26% across the seven sites. AIC and RMSE values are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Figure 6 shows model output in terms of a time series of monthly ET for the seven sites where the null model indicated water shortages.

### 3.4.4. Effect of Constant Groundwater Supply

A constant groundwater supply was simulated using equation (5). The values of $\theta_{\text{min, gw}}$ used in the model are shown in Table 2. The addition of a groundwater term improved the model results in terms of both RMSE and AIC at all sites, and did so on average more than simply increasing the soil depth (except Tonzi Ranch where the depth increase produced a better result). RMSE fell relative to the null model by between 16% (Tonzi Ranch) and 50% (Sky Oaks), with a mean improvement of 34% across the seven sites. Model output in terms of a time series of monthly ET is shown in Figure 6.

### 3.5. Modification 3: Exploring Controls on Seasonality

For the three sites (Morgan Monroe, Howland Main Tower, and Howland West Tower) where phase issues were evident in the model, the total energy discrepancy in terms of mean cumulative latent heat fluxes for the November–April period is shown in Table 6. The approximate deviation in latent heat fluxes (expressed in terms of capacity to melt ice) is comparable to typical depths of snowfall during the winter period, suggesting that snowmelt might provide a sufficient energy sink to explain the discrepancy. However, crudely modeling this additional energy sink by reducing available energy was insufficient to reconcile model and measured ET time series, although model results did improve (reducing RMSE by 7% at Morgan Monroe, 40% at Howland Main and 37% at Howland West). The use of the GSI to phenomenologically capture the dependence of ET also improved the model performance (reducing RMSE by 11% at Morgan Monroe, 59% at Howland Main and 50% at Howland West). Note that this is without any calibration of the GSI thresholds beyond those suggested by Jolly et al. [2005]. The GSI resolved the seasonality issues in the model compared to the measured data better than the incorporation of an additional energy sink in the model. Neither an additional energy sink nor the GSI were needed to explain the fluxes at the Harvard Forest site, an otherwise comparable temperate forest.

### 3.6. Multiple Time Scale Analysis

Siqueira et al. [2006] and Mahecha et al. [2010] have shown the value in undertaking comparisons of model performance not simply in the time domain but also the frequency domain, allowing a comparison of variability...
as well as the magnitude of predicted fluxes. This comparison is shown in Figure 7. It is apparent that the models generally did not capture the high-frequency variation in ET but nonetheless reproduced the low-frequency variations reasonably well. Examination of the power spectra enables us to localize (in frequency space) the source of error in the model output: as shown in Figure 7, the key deviations in modeled and measured ET at Sky Oaks and Kennedy Space Center are localized at frequencies of \( \approx 1/30 \) days, the monthly time scale that was targeted throughout this study.

4. Discussion

4.1. Null Model Performance

[34] ET variability on seasonal-annual-interannual time scales is important for many aspects of hydrological prediction. From this study it is evident that prediction at this time scale is feasible using minimal energy balance models such as the Penman-Monteith equation coupled to one dimensional soil moisture models, and that this approach is most robust at water-limited sites with shallow-rooted vegetation. At sites with deeper-rooted vegetation, subsurface water storage, accumulation and depletion lead to sensitivity in the description of the deep soil structure and moisture dynamics. This is likely to be problematic for the purposes of modeling poorly studied sites because of the challenges associated with characterizing these soil zones and root distributions. At sites with stronger energy limitation, moreover, the simple model used here overestimated early and late season transpiration.

[35] The failure of the null model to capture high-frequency dynamics (as illustrated in Figure 7) is unsurprising given that the model did not resolve the dynamics of stomatal regulation and altering canopy conductance [Siqueira et al., 2006]. However the fact that the model nonetheless captured the seasonal-annual dynamics reasonably well suggests that the propagation of information from subdaily to seasonal time scales was limited, at least for ET prediction. The discrimination between the power spectra of different models on time scales of \( \approx 30 \) days suggests that focus on monthly time scales was an appropriate way to interrogate the performance of the model.

Figure 4. Output of the null model (including corrections to soil type at Morgan Monroe and vegetation properties at Austin Cary). Data shown are the mean monthly ET values for the simulated and measured time series. Thick blue lines indicate measured values (FN), solid green lines indicate a null model with no interception component (no interception), and dashed red lines indicate a null model including an interception component (interception). Grey boxes indicate sites where significant underestimation of ET occurs and that are hypothesized to experience less water stress in reality than in the model environment. Dashed boxes indicate sites where lags in the phase of ET between measured and modeled ET were found (Morgan Monroe, Harvard, and Howland sites). The four unboxed sites (Kendall, Audubon, Fort Peck, and Goodwin Creek) appear to have their seasonality well represented by the model output.
4.2. Parameter Sensitivity

[36] Estimating vegetation and soil parameters at individual sites is challenging in the absence of site specific measurements, making sensitivity analysis of these sources of uncertainty important. For instance, saturation of remotely sensed vegetation indices such as NDVI as LAI increases is considered one of the primary challenges with accurately estimating LAI from remote sensing [Davi et al., 2006]. These analyses suggest that this uncertainty at high LAI may be mitigated to some extent by the reduced sensitivity of EP to LAI as LAI increases. Conversely, robust estimation of LAI and stomatal conductance parameters is increasingly important in sparse canopies. Accurate characterization of the parameters determining soil storage also appears to be most important in arid sites, where vegetation access to water is strongly determined by the behavior of water stored in the soil profile, in comparison to wetter sites where regular rainfall replenishes soil stores, and energy availability provides a greater constraint on evapotranspiration. On the basis of the implications for the predictive capacity of models this suggests that efforts in parameter estimation would be best focused on xeric to mesic ecosystems with relatively sparse canopies. The sensitivity of surface energy and water balance to both physical and biological parameters in drier sites may explain why recent model-data syntheses of carbon dynamics across multiple AmeriFlux sites identified model performance as generally being poorer in grasslands and savannahs than in temperate forests [Schwalm et al., 2010].

[37] Given this sensitivity analysis the fact that the null model performed best in relatively arid sites with sparse canopies seems counterintuitive, and speaks strongly to the importance of the dynamics of water availability, particularly to deep-rooted species, in driving the seasonal patterns of ET. The commonality between the grassy and arid sites is (1) relatively shallow rooting depths, and (2) where root depths are greater (e.g., at Audubon Ranch), the fact that intermittent rainfall rarely wets the deep soil zones means that provided the dynamics of the shallow soil zone are well simulated the model performs relatively well. By contrast, in dry sites where plants are deep-rooted and there is potential for significant deep drainage during winter rains (e.g., Tonzi, Sky Oaks, and Metolius), the null model performed poorly.

4.3. Subsurface Structure and Water Availability

[38] The improvements in model performance when soil depth was increased or when a groundwater flux term was included strongly suggest that plant access to water outside

---

Table 5. Water Balance Data for the Seven Sites Where the Model Indicated Plant Water Shortages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Annual PPT (mm)</th>
<th>Annual ET (mm)</th>
<th>ET/PPT</th>
<th>Drainage in Null Model (% PPT)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sky Oaks</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>61%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Monroe</td>
<td>1081</td>
<td>540</td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>54%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy</td>
<td>1131</td>
<td>835</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metolius</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>0.99</td>
<td>52%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austin Cary</td>
<td>811</td>
<td>574</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>36%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donaldson</td>
<td>1065</td>
<td>946</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tonzi Ranch</td>
<td>572</td>
<td>363</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>44%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aColumns indicate measured mean rainfall, evapotranspiration, and aridity over the modeled period indicated in Table 1 and the predicted proportion of annual rainfall lost from the rooting zone as deep drainage in the null model.

![Figure 5](image-url)  
**Figure 5.** Time series of soil moisture and ET measurements at Sky Oaks, California. Two separate periods, lasting 1–2 months, can be identified in the record where ET increases despite a sustained decline in soil moisture, which drops below the wilting point for soils at the site (wilting point shown as the \( \theta_{wp} \) dotted grey line). Given the shallow soils at the site, this indicates that the tree species are accessing additional water resources that are not subject to the same drying dynamics as the surface soil moisture reservoir.
the vadose zone is a critical driver of ET dynamics at several of the sites investigated. An intriguing feature of the model output illustrated in Figure 6, and particularly obvious at, e.g., Sky Oaks, is that during certain times of the year the model modification associated with increased soil depth lead to greater improvements in ET prediction than the groundwater amendment, while at other times of the year the groundwater amendment lead to greater improvements in ET prediction. One plausible explanation for the observation that measured ET was bounded by these two modes of water availability is that both processes operate. The presence of a deep occluding layer, for instance, could lead to the availability of a relatively large water store at low water potential, comparable to the modeled cases with increased soil depth. As this store filled, a saturated zone could develop above any occluding layer, leading to the formation of a capillary fringe and a low-potential water supply to the deep roots, comparable to the groundwater amendment applied in the model. The existence and volumes stored in such a perched water table would vary through time, so the two descriptions employed here, a deep soil reserve versus a plant-available water table, could both apply at different times of year. Thus there may be no need to invoke an external groundwater supply to explain the ET dynamics, but only the dynamics of perched water table formation and depletion.

[39] Data supporting this mechanism are available at several of the sites. Powell et al. [2005] documented the presence of a shallow water table at Austin Cary which was utilized by the pines to sustain ET during drought periods. Similar shallow water table conditions prevail at the Kennedy site [Schmalzer and Hinkle, 1990], and, given the presence of the shallow surficial aquifer in the proximity of Donaldson [Green et al., 1989], trees there may also have periodic access to a perched water table. Transpiration at Metolius has been shown to be sustained by hydraulic redistribution from deep soil layers, meaning moisture dynamics in the deeper soils are likely to be important constraints on ET [Thomas et al., 2009]. By contrast, it is not believed that there are groundwater resources available at the Morgan Monroe site (H. P. Schmid and D. Dragoni, personal communication, 2010). However, other studies

**Figure 6.** Amending the null model with additional water sources: either provided by increased soil depth or by adding a groundwater source term. The ET time series for each site aggregated to the monthly level is shown in the main plots. The inserts on the right show the progression for the “mean year.” All sites shown here exhibited features of water stress in the null model output, as shown in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site</th>
<th>Δ Latent Heat (MJ/m²)</th>
<th>Water Melt (mm)</th>
<th>Mean Snow (mm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sky Oaks</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morgan Monroe</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kennedy</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Discrepancy Between Modeled and Measured Latent Heat Fluxes for the November–April Period for Three Sites, Represented in Terms of Energy and Equivalent Depth of Water as Determined by the Latent Heat of Fusion

[SNODAS data for the sites, averaged for the periods of data availability between 2002 and 2010, are shown for comparison.]}
have also invoked additional water sources to explain evapotranspiration dynamics Morgan Monroe. For example, Stöckli et al. [2008] found that reproduction of water and energy balance at Morgan Monroe in the Community Land Model were improved when a groundwater term was incorporated into the site description. Reconciling multiple model failures to reproduce ET at Morgan Monroe without a groundwater source term with the absence of groundwater at the site is problematic. It may suggest complex patterns of soil depth and water availability in the tower footprint, or potentially a capacity for the underlying bedrock to store plant available water. In the absence of further detailed hydrological investigations at the site it may not be possible to resolve this issue.

[40] The best test of the model predictions in regard to groundwater dynamics is available at Tonzi Ranch where Miller et al. [2010] computed the contribution of local groundwater stores to transpiration at the site in 2007–2008, allowing us to compare the predictions of the model with site specific estimates (although note that the model runs were undertaken for 2002–2004, so that we compare the mean seasonality of groundwater uptake predictions against the Miller et al. [2010] data). The model output used for this comparison was the doubling of soil depth at Tonzi, which produced the best fit to the observed ET seasonality, with results shown in Figure 8. The model predicts that approximately 60 mm/yr, or around 30% of annual ET, is contributed to transpiration from ground water sources. This compares well with the estimates of Miller et al. [2010], who found that approximately 23% of annual ET was associated with groundwater uptake. The groundwater contribution from the model was centered on a peak over the months of June–August, with groundwater ET rates during this period of approximately 0.4 mm/d, which again compare favorably with uptake rates of 0.25–0.4 mm/d reported by Miller et al. [2010]. The deep drainage behavior was also reasonably well reproduced in the model, with peak recharge occurring from December to March. Modeled recharge was 220 mm/yr, which exceeds the measurements of ≈150 mm/yr. Similarly, the model overestimated groundwater contributions to ET early in the growing season and underestimated them later in the growing season. Discrepancies of this sort are expected given the crude treatment of the subsurface structure, rooting distributions and phenological controls in the model, and the fact that the modeled period did not coincide with the period of Miller et al. [2010] measurements. Overall, however, the similarity between the modeled and measured data is encouraging.

Figure 7. Fourier power spectra of the ET signatures across a subset of sites chosen to represent the climatic and vegetation variability in the data set. Clear deviations in the spectra are seen at subdaily scales, potentially attributable to the lack of a dynamic treatment of the stomatal conductance scheme and to variations in tower footprint. Increasing agreement in the spectra arises from daily to annual scales.
Regardless of the precise mechanism, the results suggest that hydrological controls on ET extend beyond the identified rooting zone or soil depth in many sites, and that the dynamics of deep water movement, storage and depletion should be accounted for. The results also suggest that simple models can identify signatures of groundwater or deep soil moisture controls on ET, potentially providing a useful diagnostic for ET source partitioning. Full validation of these model implications is inhibited at many AmeriFlux sites because of limited data about soil structure at depth and because of the absence of sufficient data to close the water balance at the site. Installing piezometer arrays and nested soil moisture sensors through the full soil depth at existing eddy correlation towers would significantly improve their utility for hydrological studies. Further hydrological amendments to the AmeriFlux network, such as colocating towers with stream gauges in lower-order watersheds, would offer valuable insight into scaling of water balance dynamics from patches to watershed scales. This would offer important insight into the causal links between streamflow dynamics and ET, the significance of lateral transport processes in governing ET, and the interaction of these processes with vegetation dynamics.

4.4. Additional Controls on Seasonality

The poor performance of the model in representing the phase of ET throughout the growing season at Howland Forest and Morgan Monroe is an outstanding problem. Both hypotheses invoked, namely, the potential role of snow as an energy sink or the role of temperature in altering the site hydraulic behavior, appear plausible. In neither case was sufficiently mechanistic modeling undertaken to resolve the true feasibility of these mechanisms in explaining the discrepancies in spring and autumnal ET model predictions and tower measurements. Although not mechanistic the good performance of the growing season index in amending ET fluxes without parameter tuning was notable. In the absence of detailed understanding of energy partitioning and hydraulics at a site during the spring or autumn period, the results suggest that the GSI may provide a reasonable phenomenological approach to improving ET estimates. It is also worth noting that the challenge of prediction during these seasons is not unique to the MWF-PM model. Many land surface models, including those with sophisticated energy balance schemes experience difficulties in reproducing land-atmosphere fluxes during spring and autumn [Schwalm et al., 2010]. These additional dynamics were not necessary to predict the ET seasonality at Harvard Forest, despite similar climatic conditions, making it appealing to speculate that the strong signal of seasonality at Howland Forest might be related to its preponderance of evergreen canopy species, and the difficulty of using LAI as a proxy for canopy activity of these sites in early spring or late autumn. However, given the plethora of potential mechanisms that
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might be involved in altering flux dynamics during spring and autumn, disaggregating cause and effect further at these sites is likely to require further field-based investigation.

5. Conclusion

[43] The model results are suggestive of strong controls of climate and soil on the seasonal patterns of ET. They highlight the potential to capture ET dynamics readily in simple models and to use simple models to interrogate data and draw inferences about processes operating at different sites. In contrast to the recent data-model synthesis undertaken by Schwalm et al. [2010], where model performance was best in forests and worst in water-limited sites, the overall performance of the PM-MWF model was most robust in water-limited sites and generally most confounded in forested ecosystems. This potentially reflects the fact that Schwalm et al. [2010] evaluated their models in terms of carbon efflux rather than ET, or may reflect the value of simple models with fewer parameters for ET prediction.

[44] Although one of the motivations of this work was to explore possible temporal connections with the emergent uniformity observed in the Horton index, the results are as suggestive of differences between sites as they are of commonalities, making the collapse of variability reported by Troch et al. [2009] all the more surprising. S. Zanardo et al. (Climatic and landscape controls on interannual variability of catchment water balance: A stochastic approach, submitted to Water Resources Research, 2011) showed that many features of the relationship between aridity and the proportional use of vegetation can be explained by a 1-D soil model incorporating stochasticity in rainfall but not seasonality in rainfall, vegetation or ET response. Although this approach captured the temporal mean behavior of the catchment water balance well, interannual variability in the water balance was more poorly described. It is tempting to attribute such interannual variation to the deviations of seasonality in water, energy and vegetation from a mean field condition as simulated by Zanardo et al. (submitted manuscript, 2011). The phase and seasonality in rainfall and temperature, as mediated by the soil store had a strong signal in the ET dynamics that emerged within years and between sites in this analysis. Future work will utilize the modeling approaches developed here to investigate how seasonal variability propagates to interannual variation in water balance, as the next step in exploring the emergence of the stationary Horton index.

[45] The results presented here are suggestive of components of a catchment classification scheme based on emergent process controls on the properties of the hydrological filter of catchments. Such a process-based approach would complement existing, largely statistically driven approaches to catchment classification [McDonnell and Woods, 2004; Detenbeck et al., 2000; Caratti et al., 2004] and has strong analogies with recent approaches based on catchment “functionality” [Sawicz et al., 2010], although to date, such approaches have focused on the features of streamflow. As illustrated in Figure 9, the AmeriFlux sites considered here appear to broadly cluster across aridity gradients, with secondary controls arising on the basis of rooting depth (which determines the potential for water table dynamics to interact with ET at a site) and, in energy-limited sites, the suite of controls that determine the behavior of early season ET. More nuanced approaches to this classification may be possible, for instance, by factoring in controls such as stand age, which may predict the degree of plant investment in deep root structure [Stoy et al., 2006], or specific pheno- logical controls on stomatal activity and plant hydraulic conductance. Full elucidation of more detailed controls on ET increasingly highlight the active role of vegetation physiology and adjustment of hydraulic fluxes as determinants of water balance.
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